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Welcome to our Guidelines. Within these pages lies our brand ideal – a clear representation of the BetBright brand and identity. 

We believe passionately in our brand – and this books acts as a visual representation of who we are as a brand. 

Nothing lies still in BetBright – we’re a reactive company that thrives on change, and we’ve instilled our brand identity with these same values. 

Developed to act as a guide to our design team and third party providers – they will ensure you understand the brand thoroughly through consistent and 
correct use.

This is a living document, and as the brand grows and changes these guidelines will too. Let this act as a call to action to our creative and design team – 
if you create something amazing and its speaks to the core values of BetBright brand – it should be included in these guidelines – simple.

So without further delay welcome to our guidelines. Welcome to BetBright.

INTRODUCTION

Brand Guidelines | Introduction
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Getting It Right

BetBright is our name. That’s right. BetBright.  

It’s important we embrace this name – it’s who we are as a brand – and in the coming weeks and months - as we continue to grow – the adaptability 
of this name will become more apparent both internally and externally as we begin to become more robust in how we present both our name and our 
brand.

Here’s a few pointers to getting it right:

1      BetBright is grammatically correct – it feels better when it’s typed right, doesn’t it? 

2       It will become part of our brand and social currency. The BetBright Logo exists in capital form, and on occasion when we represent the brand 
through social platforms, it exists in it’s abbreviated form – BB.  
It’s our Breaking Bad. You don’t want Heisenberg coming after you if you get it wrong do you?

3        If that doesn’t help, we’ve even colour coded the BB logo. White B and Yellow B. You’ve guessed it, that stands for capital B’s. 

4       We are the shop front for the brand. If we don’t get it right, how can we expect the press, our suppliers,  
the public too? We must lead by example.

There’s a pattern emerging isn’t there?!

BetBright. Simple.

OUR NAME

Brand Guidelines | Our Name | Getting It Right

“Remember Jesse,  
       it’s Big B, Big B.”
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OUR NAME

Brand Guidelines | Our Name | Getting It Right Online

Getting it right online 

Twitter:   #BetBright 
Instagram:  #BetBright 

Get it right in email and Word Documents

1      In Microsoft Word and Outlook type in “BetBright”. 

2       Do a spell check and in the options on the right hand side click on “Add to Dictionary”

3       Go back and type in betbright the wrong way and do spell check again. 

4       It will show you the correct spelling of BetBright in the options below. Click “Auto Correct” on the right hand side.

This will eliminate the possibility of forgetting the second capital B.

You’re now BetBright ready, go forth!
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At BetBright we believe in the moment. That fleeting period of time that captures the emotion. 

Today, moments can be quickly forgotten or lost as people quickly discard information. 

Very little is savoured.

At BetBright we avoid the betting jargon, complicated forms and irrelevant content synonymous with Sportsbook betting – the unnecessary noise 
keeping you from living those special moments.

We champion and celebrate the moments and emotions that sport constantly provides us with.

It’s sports betting for today.

BetBright. Live The Moment.

BRAND 

Brand Guidelines | Brand | Live The Moment
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How Live the moment works

Find the narrative. Find the moment. Find the emotion.

We look for the story and if there is something interesting taking place within it. We identify the emotional element
within that moment and develop creative which understands exactly what is occurring.

This demonstrates that we are relating to what the story is and the emotions it stirs.

BetBright relates to the customer.

TONE OF VOICE

Brand Guidelines | Tone of Voice
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Find the narrative. Find the moment. Find the emotion.

TONE OF VOICE - COPY

Brand Guidelines | Tone of Voice | Copy

This will be the standard by which copy will be judged. It must seek to capture the sentiment of the moment whenever possible, 
seeking to evoke and promote a sense of emotion in the viewer. In essence we attempting to provoke an emotional call to action from the viewer.

In essence the copt should seek to be Emotional, Inspirational, and Reassuring.

Below are examples of how the copy can work:

The rush of the races. A moment like no other. (Horse Racing)

One moment of magic. One game to remember. (Football)

A leap of faith - and time stands still. (Rugby)

Every shot imaginable. Because every point matters. (Tennis)
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TONE OF VOICE - EXAMPLES

Brand Guidelines | Tone of Voice | Examples

FRANTIC HEART
ROARING CROWDROARING CROWDROARING CROWD
FINISH IN SIGHTFINISH IN SIGHTFINISH IN SIGHT

Betbright Trophy
2.50pm Live on Channel 4

L I V E  T H E  M O M E N T

FRANTIC HEART
ROARING CROWDROARING CROWDROARING CROWD
FINISH IN SIGHTFINISH IN SIGHTFINISH IN SIGHT

Betbright Trophy
2.50pm Live on Channel 4

L I V E  T H E  M O M E N T
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Brand Guidelines | Logo

THE LOGO

The logo is the most visible element of our identity -a universal signature across all BetBright communications. 
It’s a guarantee of quality that unites Betbright’s range of betting experiences. 

It stands out with it’s unique and bold BLOCK shape and incorporates a 75° SLANT, both elements of which are 
echoed in other areas of the brand application.

Because the logo is such a recognisable and highly visible brand asset, it is vital that it is always applied
consistently wherever it appears.

10



Standard Logo

.com Logo

Social Logo

Brand Guidelines | The Logo | Variations

THE LOGO

Variations
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Sizing
Minimum Logo Size

For legibility reasons, a minimum size at which the logo may be reproduced is recommended, the logo should
never be reproduced for print any smaller than 7.5mm / 0.29” high.

Logotype Exclusion Zone

To protect the clarity and visual integrity of the
Betbright logo, it must always be surrounded by a
minimum area of clear space. This will prevent text and
graphic devices from encroaching. The exclusion zone
is defined as the exact height of the letter ‘T’.

*In no way should the logo be adjusted with. It should only ever be reproduced from the original artwork provided.

7.5mm

Height of the ‘T’

Brand Guidelines | Logo | Sizing

LOGO
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Sizing

Minimum Logo Size

For legibility reasons, as with the main BetBright logo, a minimum size at which the Social Logo may be reproduced is recommended, the Social Logo 
should never be reproduced for print any smaller than 7.5mm / 0.29” high.

Logotype Exclusion Zone

To protect the clarity and visual integrity of the
Betbright Social logo, it must always be surrounded by a
minimum area of clear space. This will prevent text and
graphic devices from encroaching. The exclusion zone
is defined as the exact height of the letter ‘B’.

*In no way should the Social logo be adjusted with. It should only ever be reproduced from the original artwork provided.

SOCIAL LOGO

7.5mm

Height of the ‘B’

Brand Guidelines | Logo | Social Logo Sizing
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Sub brands

Minimum Logo Size

BetBright has a number of sub brands that feed off the main BetBright brand. 

Rather than develop a new separate look for each separate sub brand, we believe less to be more in this case.

The BetBright font acts as the identifer for all sub brands, meaning a strong unifed visual identity across all BetBright business.

Please see examples of this in action below:

G R A S S R O O T S

G R A S S R O O T S

G R A S S R O O T S

G R A S S R O O T S

Brand Guidelines | Logo | Sub brands

LOGO
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Do’s and Don’ts

Misuse of the logo

Do not distort the logo Do not place text on the logo

SPORT

Do not place the logo in a box 

Do not place the logo in a frame Do not add tone to the logo Do not outline the logo

*We’re not going to spell it out for the Social logo this time, you get the picture, same principles apply :-)

Brand Guidelines | Logo | Do’s and Don’ts

LOGO
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Primary Colours

Our colour is central to our visual re-presentation as a brand.

Our colours are bright, lively and eye-catching.

The primary colours used are derived from the BetBright Logo.

Pantone BLOCK Blue

‘Bright’ Gold

These colours are central to brand communications and are the first point of reference when considering any BetBright brand communications.

Pantone 632   C100 M25 Y25 K0   R0 G146 B176    Web 0392B2

Pantone 7548  C0 M23 Y100 K0   R255 G198 B10   Web FCC800

Brand Guidelines | Colour | Primary Colours

COLOUR
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Secondary Colours

We believe in a strong vibrant brand, one that doesn’t lean too heavily on our primary colour palette, and with that in mind we’ve a strong supporting cast 
of colours, adding that extra pizzazz to the brand when needed.

The secondary colours should primarily be used when communicating a promotional message that demands that extra something - maybe it’s a social 
media communication and we don’t want to be too brand heavy. The best rule of thumb is if it’s break away from the day-to-day offerings then thats 
when we call on this palette.                    

BetBright Secondary Blue

BetBright Secondary Gold

*Note to designers - these are evolving all the time - nothing is set in stone - if we find new ways to convey our brand with an expanded palette it’s up to you to   
demonstate it and capture it here.

»Pantone 108 C

»Pantone 299 C

»Pantone 108 C

»Pantone 299 C

Pantone 299 C C80 M18 Y0 K0   R0 G161 B224  Web 00A1E0

»Pantone 108 C

»Pantone 299 C

»Pantone 108 C

»Pantone 299 C

Pantone 108 C C1 M10 Y100 K0   R255 G219 B0  Web FFDB00

Brand Guidelines | Colour | Secondary Colours

COLOUR
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Typeface

In unifying any brand successfully, consistent use of type is key. The BetBright Font, modified slightly for our use from ITC Avant Garde Gothic,   
is our font of choice.

Strong, prominent, and easy to read - it works strongly across all our core messaging needs.

TYPOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Typography | Typeface
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Font Weights

TYPOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Typography | Font Weights

regular
medium
heavy

UPPERCASE lowercase

REGULAR
BETBRIGHT

MEDIUM
BETBRIGHT

HEAVY
BETBRIGHT

BetBright

BetBright

BetBright
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BETBRIGHT REGULAR

abcdefghijklmnop 
qrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
!”£$%^&*()+{} 
[]#?<>?,.@
Grumpy wizards make toxic brew  
for the evil queen and Jack.

BetBright Regular should be used for details eg:  

Man Utd v Chelsea, Thurs 19:00

BETBRIGHT BOLD

abcdefghijklmnop 
qrstuvwxyz
ABCDEFGHIJKLMN 
OPQRSTUVWXYZ
1234567890 
!”£$%^&*()+{}
[]#?<>?,.@
Grumpy wizards make toxic brew for the 
evil queen and Jack.

BetBright Bold should be used for headings, eg:  

GET A £20 FREE BET 

TYPOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Typography | Font Usage

Font Usage
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Best Practice

Consistency is paramount at BetBright, and this is never more visible than within our font.
Below are best practices when using the BetBright font.

Settings & things to watch out for
1      Make sure ligatures & hyphenation are off.

2      Set kerning to “Optical” and the tracking to -25.

3      Watch out for kerning issues, eg:

      BET
4      Try to ensure consistent kerning.

-  CHAMPIONS LE AGUE -  

 

-  C H A M P I O N S  L E A G U E  -  MONEY BACK  
 
  

Ts&Cs
Use Tahoma Regular  for Ts&Cs. For print,  ensure the point size  is 6pt minimum.

TYPOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Typography | Best Practice
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By breaking  
this text out as a main 
headline & changing 
the colour it becomes 
clearer what the offer 
is for.

Clearly grouping this 
text by tight leading 
and colour improves 
readability.

-  CHAMPIONS LE AGUE -  

 

-  C H A M P I O N S  L E A G U E  -  

MONEY BACK  
 
  

-  CHAMPIONS LE AGUE -  

 

-  C H A M P I O N S  L E A G U E  -  

MONEY BACK  
 
  

-  CHAMPIONS LEAGUE -  

MONEY BACK ON ALL LOSING 
FGS BETS IF THE GAME  
ENDS IN A DRAW.  
Man City V Chelsea, Sat 17:15

-  C H A M P I O N S  L E A G U E  -  

MONEY BACK  
ON ALL LOSING FGS BETS IF  
THE GAME ENDS IN A DRAW.  
» Man City V Chelsea, Sat 17:15

-  CHAMPIONS LE AGUE -  

 

-  C H A M P I O N S  L E A G U E  -  

MONEY BACK  
 
  

Use of colours, sizes and weights
To achieve consistency across our brand messaging, it’s important that we communicate our offers in clearly & concisely by 
using good typography.

 
Example
The following copy is supplied from the marketing team:

“   Champions League: Money Back on all Losing FGS Bets if the game ends in a draw. Man City V Chelsea, Sat 17:15 ”

Layout without considering offer :             Preferred approach to layout when considering offer:

Brand Guidelines | Typography | Best Practice

TYPOGRAPHY
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Chevron 

We have introduced several pieces of iconography to the BetBright brand, helping to act as differentators      
for the BetBright brand. 

These pieces of Iconography will become synomous with the brand as BetBright grows, becoming       
more recognisable within the public eye. 

The inspiration for the chevron is derived from BetBright representational of BetBright as a brand - a brand that is moving forward.

ICONOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Iconography | Chevron

The chevron, much like the BetBright logo - is not to be distorted.
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Chevron | Examples

ICONOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Iconography | Chevron | Examples

4

Print Res Elements for Print and Online

4

Print Res Elements for Print and Online

4

Print Res Elements for Print and Online
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Halftone

We want to bring a fresh energy to the BetBright brand, and the halftone pattern was developed very much with this in mind.

The halftone pattern brings a more loose feel to our visual communications -         
applied liberally to assets we identify as needing that something extra.

The halftone works best in combination with the Chevron - helping to build a unique BetBright visual presence.

ICONOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Iconography | Halftone
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Halftone | Examples

ICONOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Iconography | Halftone | Examples

£10

£25

FREE
BET

FREE
BET

PLACE FOUR BETS OF £10 OR MORE BEFORE 
12/10/14 AND GET A £10 FREE BET ON 14/10/14

STAKE £150 OR MORE BETWEEN 13/10/14 AND 
16/10/14 AND GET A £25 FREE BET ON 28/10/14

T&Cs. Qualifying bets must be placed at evens or above. £10 free bet will be awarded on 14/10/14 

Free bet stake not returned. Full terms www.betbright.com/welcome

T&Cs. Qualifying bets must be placed at evens or above. £25 free bet will be awarded on 

28/10/14 Free bet stake not returned. Full terms www.betbright.com/welcome

BetBright_welcome_brochure_final.indd   4 05/09/2014   16:39 26



Button Icons

These icons derive their inspiration from the BetBright Logo “Curve”. All button icons are designed to have the curve at the top left corner. 

These buttons are used when promoting offers across Desktop, Mobile, and Online.

ICONOGRAPHY

Brand Guidelines | Iconography | Button Icons

Desktop Button Icon

Mobile Button Icon
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Our Daily Specials are, as the name suggests, a constant for the BetBright brand. In many cases they will be first piece of communication our customers 
will see, so it is vital they re-present the BetBright brand at its best – a strong visual presence with an equally strong offer or message.

The following examples in this section are some of the best re-presentations of Daily Specials to date. 

These all tick the above boxes, and as you’ll also see under our One-Off Specials section, when the opportunity presents itself we like to push the brand 
message even further in increasing engagement. 

Once we maintain a strong BetBright presence with supporting font and imagery we can create specials that visually shout that bit louder.
(Our designers love it when we do these).

DAILY SPECIALS

Brand Guidelines | Daily Specials
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Brand Guidelines | Daily Specials | Examples

DAILY SPECIALS

Examples

Football

Twitter Banner Homepage Banner In-Market Banner Mobile Banner

Horse Racing

Twitter Banner Homepage Banner In-Market Banner Mobile Banner

Golf

Twitter Banner Homepage Banner In-Market Banner Mobile Banner

29



Brand Guidelines | Daily Specials | One Off Specials Examples

DAILY SPECIALS

One Off Specials Examples
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We love it when BetBright becomes part of a social media conversation, after all that’s what effective brand engagement is. 

As a starting point when producing Social content we ask the following question - How can the BetBright brand be the start or 
part of the conversation rather than the end of it?

If we stay true to this question we increase our changes of producing content that engages people and in turn increase our 
brand identity and recognition.

Right now something interesting  is happening somewhere, can BetBright be part of this conversation? 

Over to you.

SOCIAL MEDIA

Brand Guidelines | Social Media
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Examples

SOCIAL MEDIA

Brand Guidelines | Social Media | Examples
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Examples

SOCIAL MEDIA

Brand Guidelines | Social Media | Examples
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Brand Guidelines | Print

The majority of creative assets produced for the BetBright brand are for digital channels, however we do also produce regular 
content for print publications. 

These can be anything from Newspaper / Racecards / Programmes - the list goes on. 

Due to the differing quality of print publications we have developed templates for publications such as the Racing Post to ensure as accurately 
as we can the faithful re-production of the BetBright colour palette.

The following page contains some examples of the BetBright brand in various print publications from the previous 12 months.

PRINT

34



Examples

PRINT IMAGERY

Brand Guidelines | Print | Examples

35

£30
RISK FREE BET

OPEN AN ACCOUNT & GET A

FOR EVERY NEW ACCOUNT 
WE WILL DONATE £10 TO

GO TO WWW.BETBRIGHT.COM/RACE

Ts and Cs: 18s+. New customers only. A bet of £1 or above is required to trigger the £10 donation. Place a bet up to the value of what you deposit and 
up to a max value of £30. Only fi rst placed bet qualifi es. If qualifying bet loses, the amount staked up to max £30 will be refunded. Qualifying bet must be 
placed within 14 days of requesting the special and must settle within 21 days of being placed. Where a qualifying multiple bet has a partial win that is less 
than the original stake, the difference will be refunded. BetBright reserves the right to terminate this promotion at any time. BetBright Standard Terms & 
Conditions apply. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. One sign up bonus per customer. Offer ends 14th July 2014. 

£50 RISK FREE BET
IF YOU DON’T WIN, GET YOUR MONEY BACK AS CASH!
visit www.betbright.com/post

New customers only. 18s+. First placed losing bets up to £50 refunded. On multiple bets that have a partial win that is less than the original stake, the difference will be refunded. Ts&Cs apply. 
Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. To opt out of marketing text noinfo to 67555. Gambleaware.co.uk

York 31st May WELCOME TO

BetBright_welcome_brochure_final.indd   1 05/09/2014   16:39

Ts & Cs: New customers only. Min bet £5, Max refund £25. Win singles and win part of each 
way bets only. One bet per customer, per race. First placed bet. Money back as a free bet.

IF YOU FINISH 2ND
ALL RACES TODAY

YORK
21ST AUGUST

MONEY BACK

WWW.BETBRIGHT.COM/YORK

GO TO

NEW CUSTOMER SIGN-UP OFFER



Examples

PRINT IMAGERY

Brand Guidelines | Print | Examples

MONEY BACK
ALL PREMIER LEAGUE 
GAMES THIS WEEKEND
IF IT’S 0-0 AT HALF TIME

APPLIES TO LOSING CORRECT SCORE, 
SCORECAST AND HT/FT BETS

BETBRIGHT.COM/HALFTIME
GO TO» »Applies to matches from 20th – 22nd December 14. 18s+. Min £5. Max £25. One bet per game. First Bet Placed. Applies to losing bets only. Money Back as a Free 

Bet. Free Bets awarded within 24 hours of full time. Singles only and stake not returned with the free bet. BetBright reserves the right to terminate this promotion at 
any time. BetBright Standard Terms & Conditions apply. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. One sign up bonus per customer. Gambleaware.co.uk

36

£25 
RISK FREE BET
ON ANY RACE TODAY

IF YOU LOSE, GET YOUR 
MONEY BACK AS CASH!

NEW CUSTOMER SIGN-UP OFFER

WWW.BETBRIGHT.COM/KEMPTON

GO TO

Ts & Cs: 18s+. New customers only. Losing bets up to £25 refunded as cash. First placed bet only. Bet must settle 
within 21 days. Where a qualifying multiple bet has a partial win that is less than the original stake, the difference 
will be refunded. BetBright Standard Terms & Conditions apply. Cannot be used in conjunction with any other offer. 
Gambleaware.co.uk. Closes August 14th 2014.

KEMPTON
13TH AUGUST

FOR EVERY ACCOUNT THAT STAKES £25 OR MORE

WE GIVE YOUR CLUB £40!

G R A S S R O O T S

RAISE 
FUNDS FOR
YOUR CLUB

CLUBFUNDING@BETBRIGHT.COM
to sign-up your club simply email

FRANTIC HEART
ROARING CROWDROARING CROWDROARING CROWD
FINISH IN SIGHTFINISH IN SIGHTFINISH IN SIGHT

Betbright Trophy
2.50pm Live on Channel 4

L I V E  T H E  M O M E N T

FRANTIC HEART
ROARING CROWDROARING CROWDROARING CROWD
FINISH IN SIGHTFINISH IN SIGHTFINISH IN SIGHT

Betbright Trophy
2.50pm Live on Channel 4

L I V E  T H E  M O M E N T



The BetBright brand is becoming increasingly more visible - and through sponsorship activity the brand can be present in-situ at various 
sporting locations.

The Creative team work closely with 3rd party providers of in-situ artwork to ensure the BetBright brand is represented consistently at it’s best.

The following page contains some examples of the BetBright brand in-situ across various different formats for the previous 12 months.

IN-SITU IMAGERY

Brand Guidelines | In-Situ Imagery
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Examples

IN-SITU IMAGERY

Brand Guidelines | In-Situ Imagery | Examples
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Affiliate marketing is where the BetBright brand really has to work hard to stand out. When the brand is been positioned in an environment that has 
competing messages and communications how does the BetBright brand compete?

Using our unique iconography and Logo as immediate identifers, along with striking visuals supporting these assets - we strive to create environments 
where the BetBright brand delivers a striking eyecatching offer that standouts from the noise.

AFFILIATES

Brand Guidelines | Affiliates
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Examples

AFFILIATES

Brand Guidelines | Affiliates | Examples
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BetBright Casino and Games stays true to the brand elements of Sportsbook, using a font, and selected iconography, consistent with Sportsbook.

“Play The Moment” the tagline currently associated with Casino and Games, is derived from the “Live The Moment” brand positioning, helping to expand 
on the brand yet remain true to what “Live The Moment” means.

The Casino brand is very much in its infancy and as it develops so too will be brand elements associated with it.

Watch this space.

CASINO & GAMES

Brand Guidelines | Casino & Games
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Examples

CASINO & GAMES

Brand Guidelines | Casino & Games
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TV follows the content discussed throughout these guidelines closely, however we do try to maintain a certain amount of creative freedom for each 
unique project.

The following are guides that can be flexible provided prior approval has been agreed.

Logo 

Colour
In a TV environment elements can both exist in a 2D and 3D space and each should be considered.

In a flat 2D context BetBright logos colours must adhere to the RGB values previously stated :

Blue :   R0   G146  B176
Yellow :  R255  G198   B10

In a 3D environment where shading and lighting both diffuse and specular exist the key/core colours of the logo should be applied and a certain amount 
of leeway given depending on the creative context the logo is in.

Size
There is no maxim size for the BetBright logo other than if it is to be held as a static on screen it should not fall out of title safe for the given resolution.

TV PRODUCTION

Brand Guidelines | TV Production
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Logo

Minimum height for the logo held static such as an ident should be no smaller than (measured in whole pixels, antialiased pixels don’t count) :

SD : 1024 x 576   -  30 pixels  
HD : 1280 x 720   -  38 pixels  
Full HD : 1920 x 1080    - 58 pixels  

Position
As an ident the logo, in its entirety,  should be always kept within title safe. As another flat graphic element held on screen, again the logo should be kept 
within title safe.

Exceptions to this are where the logo is moving either in 3D or 2D space, in or out of frame.

Type

Colours
More an overall design consideration when using type on screen -  that when not black the three colours taken from the logo are used.

Font
Where possible all on screen text should  be from the BetBright font family (undistorted). Exceptions to this are the supers text, where a narrower font 
can be substituted.

TV PRODUCTION

Brand Guidelines | TV Production
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TV PRODUCTION

Brand Guidelines | TV Production

10

Double Odds on First Goalscorer Funnel

TV AD - Man City v LiverpoolExamples

45
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